
BARBANETA { A MODULAR AUTONOMOUSVEHICLE 1Pedro Apar��cio, Jo~ao Ferreira, Pedro Raposo,Pedro LimaInstituto Superior T�ecnico/Instituto de Sistemas e Rob�otica,Av. Rovisco Pais { 1, 1096 Lisboa CodexPORTUGALemail: jpp@isr.ist.utl.ptAbstract:This paper presents a small autonomous mobile robot designed and implemented bythe authors. The vehicle is modular, in the sense that new functionalities may beadded if needed. Therefore, it can be used as a testbed for research and developmenton autonomous mobile robots. An open architecture was designed and implementedto allow the integration of the di�erent modules. Three modules were implemented inthe current stage: motor controllers, guidance control loop and ball catcher/selector.These allow the vehicle to follow an optical track and recover the track if it is suddenlyinterrupted (using retroreectors), while collecting and discriminating billiard ballsof di�erent colors placed along the path.Keywords: Architectures, Guidance Systems, Sensor Fusion, Vision.1. INTRODUCTIONNew sensors, actuators and control algorithms formobile robots are introduced every day (Jones andFlynn, 1993) (McComb, 1987) (Everett, 1995).Design methodologies and vehicle architecturesare therefore needed to integrate the sensing, con-trol and actuation functions, as well as to comparedi�erent solutions for the same application.This paper presents the design and implemen-tation of a small, autonomous, modular mobileplatform. The platform was designed to be usedas a testbed for motor control, vehicle guidanceand localization methods for mobile robots. Cur-rently, the vehicle has the ability to follow a stripepainted on the oor and recover from a path loss.It can also collect and select billiard balls of dif-1 This work has been supported by the following en-tities: Alcatel, EDP, Celcat, Renault, French Embassy,CD/IST, DEEC/IST, DEEM/IST, JNICT FACC - PROC435.40.50 9/98/6/0226.
Fig. 1. Barbaneta in actionferent colors, placed on the oor along the track.The design process included the development ofa mechanical structure, electronic solutions forspeed controllers and motor drivers, image pro-



cessing software, guidance algorithms and a ballcatcher/selector.The platform has an on-board PC motherboard,with a i486 processor, a oppy drive and a videocard used for software debugging. Three micro-controllers (PIC16C74) are also used. Two ofthem interface the i486 processor through themotherboard racks/ISA bus. Hardware expansionis possible by adding independent modules or newinterfaces with the PC bus.The vehicle competed in the 1996 edition of the\Festival des Sciences et Technologies" mobilerobot contest, held annually at La-Fert�e Bernard{ France.2. MECHANICAL STRUCTURE ANDKINEMATICSThe mechanical structure is divided in two mainblocks: the chassis and the transmission.Chassis - The platform chassis is made of alu-minum and was designed with modularity inmind, i.e., the chassis provides a solid support forthe traction module (motors), for the electronicboards, for the batteries and for any other item tobe added in the future. The chassis is 67 centime-ters long by 40 centimeters wide and 8 centimeterstall.Transmission - The vehicle transmission is basedon a di�erential drive system, consisting of two12 V (6 Watt) DC motors, one per wheel. Eachof them has a gearbox that delivers 40 rpm, 1.8Nm torque. Mechanical compliances were insertedbetween the gearbox output shaft and the wheels.This avoids damage to the gearbox in case of axismisalignment. To obtain an angular wheel speedof 60 rpm, a 2:3 belt drive links the gearbox outputshaft and the wheel.Figure 1 presents the vehicle in its current stage.Kinematic Structure - The vehicle has a dif-ferential drive structure. This leads to the fol-lowing kinematic equations: (Borenstein and Ev-erett, 1996)8>><>>: v(t) = 12 � (vleft(t) + vright(t));_�(t) = 1̀ � (vleft(t)� vright(t)) (1)where v(t) is the vehicle linear velocity along itslongitudinal axis at time t, _� is the vehicle angularvelocity, vleft and vright are the linear velocitiesof the left and right wheel, respectively, and ` isthe distance between wheels (49 cm).

3. POWER SUPPLYThe vehicle power supply is divided in two blocks:the signal power (electronics) and the motorpower. This is required to avoid spikes introducedby the motors in the power lines (McComb, 1987).These spikes, although short in time, have severeconsequences in the signal electronics, leading tomalfunctions.The electronics power supply comes from two 12 VNiCad battery packs assembled such that +12 V,GND and -12 V are accessible. Note that thesepacks draw 1.7 Ah, which gives about 30 minutesautonomy if 3 A are drawn from the batteries in acontinuous mode operation. To get 5 V and -5 Vfor the electronics boards, voltage regulators weredesigned and built.For the motors power supply, only +12 V are re-quired, because the motor PWM servo ampli�ersare based on H-bridges. The power supply for thismodule comes from a 12 V, 1.5 Ah NiCad batterypack. NiCad batteries were used due to their goodsize/autonomy rate.To provide a +5 V voltage for the motor drivers,a 7805 regulator is used. When the motors arestalled, the surged current tends to rise and over-come its nominal values. To avoid that, currentlimiters were also designed and built, limiting themotor current to 500 mA per motor.4. MOTOR CONTROLLERSClosed loop motor velocity control is accom-plished by coupling encoders to the motor shaftsand processing the velocity error signal by a PI(proportional-integral) controller. Two motor con-trollers are required because a di�erential drivesolution is used. Both of them are implemented inthe same microcontroller PIC16C74.For control purposes, digital controllers have sig-ni�cant advantages over the analog ones, namely:higher gains can be used; reliability is higher; theyare easy to interface with microprocessors; severalcontroller types can be tested in order to have bestperformance. On the other hand, the adjustmentof the sampling period is critical. The proposedcontrol scheme is presented in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. Speed controllers



Each controller input is the di�erence e betweenthe desired and actual wheel velocities, it i.e.,e = vd � v.The actual wheel velocities are proportional to thenumber of encoders pulses in a given time interval.The controller mathematical model (Astr�om, 1984)is the following:u(t) = kp � e(t) + Ts � ki � tXk=0 e(k); (2)where Ts represents the sampling period, t is asampling time, ki the integral gain and kp theproportional gain.Expression (2) is implemented in the micro-controller. The controller gains were determinedexperimentally.Note that, when using digital controllers, onemust assure that all variables stay in the bound-aries imposed by the digital representation in themicro-controller. To avoid overlapping and satu-ration, an antiwindup scheme was implemented inthe controller.5. GUIDANCE AND RELATIVELOCALIZATION SYSTEMSIn this particular application, the developed ve-hicle is equipped with two types of guidancesystems (Everett, 1995): a track follower and apassive beacon follower. Both sensing devices andguidance algorithms were designed to cope withthe rules of the contest where the robot competed.The two sensors are described in the �rst twosubsections. Subsection 5.3 presents the guidancealgorithm.5.1 Track SensorThe track follower is a module that gives in-formation on the vehicle deviation relative to apath represented by a stripe painted on the oorbelow the platform. A typical path is presented inFigure 3.
Fig. 3. Typical path

Infrared Sensors (IR) were used do detect thepainted stripe. These were designed to behave asdigital sensors so that when a sensor is abovewhite oor, the output is a digital one. A digi-tal zero appears in the output when the sensoris above a black oor. These sensors were �rstpresented in (Fernandes et al., 1996).An infrared sensor line, shown at the top ofFigure 5, was designed to measure the deviationof the vehicle longitudinal axis with respect tothe track, at each sampling instant. This line iscomposed of 16 infrared emitter/receiver pairs ofLEDs and covers a 36cm line. A digital word (16bit) is read from the receivers and processed bya PIC microcontroller. Processing includes noise�ltering and computation of the actual deviation(in cm) from the desired trajectory. When thecentral i486 processor requests new data, it sendsa request signal to the path sensor module andthen reads the deviation value.5.2 Beacon SensorIn the contest where the robot was presented, thetrack was sometimes interrupted. Under such asituation, there was a passive beacon (retroreec-tor) above the place were the path resumed.This sensor is based on computer vision. It usesa low-cost digital camera (324 x 242 pixels) in-terfacing the PC board through the ISA bus.The camera is placed at the same height of theretroreector. The main advantage of using sucha camera is its low cost. The main disadvantageis the slow image transfer to memory.Image processing comprehends thresholding, edgedetection, and mass center computation (Jain,1989). Only a small part of the image (whichcontains the beacon) is processed. After beingacquired, the image is thresholded to extract therelevant information. With the correct exposuretime and diaphragm aperture, the beacon appearsas a very light object in a dark scene. From thethresholded image, edges are detected to extractthe beacon boundaries. Edge detection is doneboth in horizontal and vertical directions, butonly edges with a slope of the correspondingstraight line higher than a given value are used,to reduce image noise. After edge detection, themass center of the edge image is computed. Thedi�erence between the center of the image and thex coordinate of the mass center is proportionalto the deviation of the vehicle axis from theposition of the beacon mass center, scaled by anappropriate factor which reects the perspectivetransformation. This deviation is the input of theguidance controller.



5.3 Guidance Control LoopThe guidance strategy favors a constant commonmode velocity (vcm). Based on the vehicle's dif-ferential drive kinematic structure, common modevelocity can be computed from the wheel veloci-ties as: vcm = vleft + vright2 ; (3)where vleft and vright represent the left and rightwheel linear speed, respectively.At time t, the speed setpoints for the right andleft motors are given by:� vleft d(t) = vcm + �v(t);vright d(t) = vcm � �v(t) (4)where �v(t) is a correction factor which ensuresthat vcm is kept constant. If one makes�v(t) = `f(d(t))2 ; (5)where d(t) represents the measured distance be-tween the vehicle longitudinal axis and the track(or the beacon mass center) at time t, the vehiclekinematics (1) leads tov = vcm and _� = f(d(t)); (6)where f(d(t)) is some control function of thedeviation. For instance, if one uses a PD controllaw f(d(t)) = kp � d(t) + kd � (d(t) � d(t� ts));(7)the error dynamics is such that, when t!1, thedeviation over straight lines ( _� = 0) goes to 0 ata rate dependent on kp and kd. Analogously, thedeviation over curves ( _� = constant) tends to aconstant value, dependent on the curve radius.The sampling time ts of the guidance controlloop is usually made ts = nTs, with n = 4 or5, where Ts is the sampling time of the motorscontrol loop. This is a rule of thumb to ensurethat the motors have enough time to settle atthe reference velocity required by the guidancecontroller. When using the track sensor, d(t) isa discrete measure of the distance between thetrack and the vehicle longitudinal axis, as shownin Figure 4. If d(t) is small, it is a good approx-imation to the orientation of the platform withrespect to the track, i.e., d ' � in the �gure. Theproblem is that, due to the sensor quantizationerror, the vehicle must have an orientation errord(t) corresponding to approximately 4 degrees todetect a misalignment with the track. Therefore,small oscillations around the path may occur.

Fig. 4. Angle measure

Fig. 5. Vehicle Bottom6. BALL CATCHER/SELECTORThe ball catcher/selector was speci�cally designedfor this competition. This module catches billiardballs placed along the track and rejects some ofthem, depending on their color. Our solution takesadvantage of the forward motion of the vehicle.A bottom view of the platform can be seen inFigure 5. In this �gure, the four main sectionsof the ball catcher/selector are shown: a) ballentrance, b) ball selector, c) container and d) ballexit corridor.The ball entrance directs the balls to the ballselector. The ball selector is composed of anhollow cylinder, with an opening that allows theballs entrance. The cylinder can hold a billiardball inside, it is suspended from the top and maybe rotated in both directions. The ball containeris an area under the vehicle, designed such thatthe catched balls get in but do not get out.The central unit of this module is a PIC16C74micro-controller, which does the sensor readingsand the stepper actuation. IR LEDs to determinethe ball colors were installed inside the cylinder.There are also four micro-switches in the sys-tem, used to calibrate the stepper initial positionand limit its excursion, as well as to detect ballentrances. When a ball enters the ball selector,



its color is examined, and, based on the result,the cylinder rotates towards the container or theexit corridor, resuming the original position after-wards.In the competition, black balls should be rejectedand red balls should be collected. The systemshowed an almost 100% discrimination rate.7. ARCHITECTUREThe main goal of the platform system architec-ture is modularity i.e., module insertion/deletionshould be easy to do.The vehicle has an open architecture that favorshierarchically distributed control solutions, e.g.,the \low level" motor velocity controllers andtrack sensor processing are autonomous and exe-cute their task in parallel and also in parallel withthe \higher level" guidance controller.Figure 6 shows the functional and hardware archi-tectures of the platform for the described appli-cation, pointing out the distribution of the func-tional modules by the hardware modules. Com-munications between di�erent modules are donethrough the ISA bus of the PC motherboard.

Fig. 6. Functional vs Hardware architectureNote that the ball catcher/selector is independentand therefore works in parallel with the others (itruns on one independent processor).The state machine which coordinates the vehiclefunction execution is depicted in Figure 7.
Fig. 7. Control state machineWhen the vehicle is turned on, it starts in thetrack following state. While there is a track to

follow, it stays in that state. If the track is lost, thebeacon search state is started. Once the beacon isfound the vehicle moves towards it until the trackis recovered or the beacon is lost. In that case thebeacon search module is re-started. After trackrecovery, the track following state is re-started.If the beacon is not found the vehicle stops andsuspends all operations.8. RESULTSTo make the error correction more e�ective forhigh orientation errors (when d is no longer ' �),a \non-linear" PD controller was implemented inthe guidance control loop:�v(t) = kp � sgn(d(t)) �pjd(t)j+kd � (d(t) � d(t� ts)); (8)When following a straight line, the vehicle devia-tion from the track is plotted in Figure 8. It canbe seen that the vehicle shows a high frequencyoscillation and a low frequency oscillation arounda zero mean deviation. The high frequency oscilla-tions are due to the quantization step of the tracksensor, explained in Section 5, while the guidancecontroller is responsabile for the low frequencyoscillations.

Fig. 8. Results obtained on a straight lineFigure 9 shows the vehicle deviation when it ismoving along a curve. The same small oscillationaround the nominal trajectory is observed, butnow the mean deviation is approximately 5 cm,as expected from the explanation in Section 5.Figure 10 presents results obtained when thevehicle follows the retroreector, after losing thetrack.Note that the same guidance controller was usedfor track and beacon following. The results showthat the vehicle deviation from the setpoint (trackor beacon mass center) is smaller when a camerais used as the sensor (beacon follower). This is dueto the almost zero quantization error in this case,if compared to the 16 IR line track sensor.



Fig. 9. Results obtained on a curve

Fig. 10. Results obtained when heading to theretroreector9. CONCLUSIONSThis paper presented the design and implementa-tion of a small autonomous mobile platform, withan open control architecture that integrates thedi�erent functional and hardware modules. Theplatform was developed to be used as a testbedfor research and development on mobile robotics.In the application described here, track follower,beacon follower, and ball catcher/selector moduleswere added to the original mechanical chassis andmotor velocity control loop. From the results ob-tained, it can be concluded that digital IR tracksensors have the disadvantage of a considerablequantization error, despite their simplicity andlow price. Currently, the vehicle is under an up-grade process which will replace the IR sensorsby a CCD camera for track following. Relativelylow-priced digital CCD cameras can be found inthe market, with the advantages of small quan-tization error and improved information on thelocalization of the vehicle with respect to thetrack: not only the deviation, but also the relativeorientation can be computed using such a sensor,at the cost of a small increase in sampling time.10. REFERENCESAstr�om, Karl J. (1984). Computer Controlled Sys-tems. Prentice-Hall. London.Borenstein, J. and H.R. Everett (1996).Where amI? { Sensors and Methods for Mobile RobotPositionig. University of Michigan. Michigan.
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